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THE 'FORUM
THE VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW

ABA/LSD SEVENTH CIRCUIT REGIONAL AWARD
First inaugural lecture at V. U.

Stith takes on Fairness
by Sally Schalk

Take my honor, please
by Susan Hay
The Honor Code. It's one of those
little things in life to which we pay lip
service without much regard for what
it means or what its consequences
might be. By enrolling in the law
school we have given our implied (or
is it statutory?) consent to come within
the jurisdiction of the Honor System,
of which the Honor Code is an integral
element. The code is deceptively
innocuous, stating simply: "I have
neither given nor received, nor will I
tolerate others' use of unauthorized
aid.'' The code must be written on all
work submitted for credit toward
~ graduation, including exams, research assignments, memos, briefs,
and papers. Some have memorized
, the code so well that they can type it
with their eyes closed, akin to
standing half-awake while reciting the
Pledge of Allegiance in grade school.
Law school is not grade school,
however, and the hypnotic transcription of the honor code is definitely
more hazardous than the drowsy
recitation of the Pledge of Allegiance.
The code defines itself as each
student's certification that he or she
has not engaged in any conduct that
' would tend to give him or her an
r ''unfair advantage in any academic
matter.'' Not to be struck down on the
· basis of vagueness or overbreadth,
1 the code strictly outlines prohibited
conduct to include the use of
unauthorized material on an examination or in preparing research assignments, the submission of another's
work as one's own, and the giving,
receiving, or soliciting of information
or assistance expressly prohibited by
an instructor. Other activities not
· specifically proscribed but which
would undeniably give an ''unfair
1
advantage'' to the student who
' engages in such activity are removing
pages from court reporters, removing
non-circulating books from the library, hiding books, stealing others'
notes and study materials, or
· poisoning other students the night
before the exam . . . (you get the
idea).
The code is enforced as one of five
important parts of the Honor System.
Presenters investigate allegations of
wrong-doing and initiate proceedings
against offenders if it is warranted.
· The Honor Court, comprised of three
student Justices and two faculty
Justices, hears and decides cases
1 brought by the Presenters. The Honor
Commission hears appeals from the
Honor Court, and the President of the
University hears appeals from the .
' Honor Commission. The System provides many procedural safeguards.

The 'accused receives notice of the
charges against him or her and has an
opportunity to make discovery, take
depositions of witnesses , participate
in the hearing, confront witnesses,
and to appeal an adverse judgement.
Penalties imposed by the Honor
System may range from a reprimand
to an expulsion. Explanatory notations
made on the student's record are
subject to review by state bar
examiners.
You may find this whole matter silly
and burdensome, and at first glance it
really does seem that way. After all,
we're big people now. If we're going
to cheat we'll do it anyway, and we all
know that when we cheat, we only
cheat ourselves, right? Wrong.
Whether or not we want to believe it,
this law school business is competitive
stuff, with each of us wanting to be on
equal footing with each other as often
as possible. By tearing an important
case for your memo out of a reporter,
someone denies you the right to do
your very best on your work. You may
not have even found the case, but it is
your right to have it there to find if you
are diligent enough to do so.
The most disagreeable part of the
Honor System is undoubtedly the
requirement that we not tolerate
''Others' use of unauthorized aid. ''
We may not mind guaranteeing the
integrity of our own work, but it's an
entirely different matter when we're
told to squeal on each other. But this,
too, is necessary if the System is going
to work. Sure, it would be great if we
could all trust each other to be honest
but the very presence of the Hono;
System seems to prove that we can't.
As many a fourth grade teacher
teacher has preached to her class
foregoing recess, "It's just too bad
when a few people spoil it for
everyone.'' Perhaps being asked to
report a suspected impropriety
wouldn't seem so bad if you realize
that you won't ever have to rat on a
friend because a ''friend'' would
never do anything to harm you in
order that he may gain, and that is
exactly what violators of the honor
code do.
The law school's Honor System is
only the first of many such peer
review systems to which we will be
subject throughout our professional
lives. County and state bar associations and the American Bar Association and its Code of Professional
Responsibility will impose many restrictions and sanctions on our
behavior as attorneys. It only makes
se·nse that we begin to accustom
ourselves to taking oaths and meaning
what we say, for if we are to be
anything, we must be men and women
of our words.

The Dean called it a celebration, and
''more than that . . . scholarship
itself.'' The occasion was Professor
Stith's inaugural lecture, marking his
attainment of full academic rank.
Professor Stith is the first member of
the faculty of the School of Law to
attain the rank of Professor of Law
since the inception of the rule that
those who do so deliver an inaugural
lecture on the topic of their choosing.
Professor Stith tackled a significant
and weighty subject--fairness. He
began on a light note, telling a large
crowd assembled in Wesemann's
courtroom, ''Most people here think
CBS News is really going to be
televising this tonight. I'm sure it
adds to the excitement and interest of
the lecture, and I certainly won't give
the secret away that those aren't
plugged in," as he pointed at the
video equipment in the room.
Richard Stith said that it was hard to
find a topic that everyone would
disagree with, adding that Bruce
Berner apparently thought he had met
that challenge with his topic. Berner
reportedly told Professor Stith before
the lecture, "You know Richard, you
usually take positions that most
people disagree with, but this is the
first time you've taken a position that
everyone disagrees with!''
Stith assured the audience that he
actually had a soft spot for ' 'fairness.'' ''There are times when even I
think fairness is all right. Fairness is
okay when conflicting interests, and
not values, are involved."
Stith described two kinds of fairness:
satisfaction-based fairness, which requires observing others' desires as

well as our own; and ideal-based
fairness , which requires that we apply
the moral rules or ideals that we
believe in fairly to ourselves and to
others.
Professor Stith believes '' fairn~~~·'
is misused when it -replaces other
values, to become the sole norm for
the resolution of conflict. He said both
satisfaction-based fairness and idealbased fairness require impartiality,
but they differ in their origin.
Satisfaction-based fairness requires
a separate moral intuition, Stith said.
"There is no way to prove that we
ought to take others' interests into
account, except by pointing to a
feeling that most of us have, that this
is right," he said.
Stith described a situation where a
violin-player kept his apartment
neighbors awake late at night because
the importance of his musical pursuits
outweighed both his and their need
for sleep. In this situation, Stith
applied the requirements of idealbased fairness to show that it was not
unfair for the violin-player to do this.
The moral element of the pursuit of
music makes ideal-based fairness the
proper type of fairness to apply,
according to Stith.
To apply satisfaction-based fairness
to the same situation would require
the violin-player to cease his practicing when it disturbed his neighbors. The result would be the violinplayer's having to cast aside his own
notion of fairness.
Stith said he has no objection to
either notion of fairness, but that he
more strongly believes in the idealbased notion. "It is even-handed of

continued on page 3

First Seeger lecture Wednesday
by Dan Avila
A new lectureship has been established by the Valparaiso University
School of Law in honor of Edward A.
Seegers, a retired Chicago attorney
and long-time supporter of Valparaiso
University. The first Seegers lectures
will take place on November 11, 12
and 13 and will be an annual event
thereafter. Professor Thomas L.
Shaffer, former dean of Notre Dame
School of Law and now an instructor at
W~shington and Lee University, is the
inaugural lecturer. In three different
lectures, Professor Sh~ffpr urill ov.
plore the moral and ethical rules of
professional life under the general
title ''The Legal Ethics of the Two
Kingdoms.''
On Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.
Professor Shaffer wil). speak on ''The
Question.'' His lecture on Thursday at
3:30p.m. is entitled "American Legal
Ethics." On Friday at 3:30 p.m. the
topic will be ''The Doctrine of 'One
Kingdom.'' All three lectures will be
held in the law school courtroom.
A graduate of the University of
Albuquerque and the Notre Dame
Law School, Professor Shaffer is the
author of Law For The Innocent: On
Being a Christian and--a--bawyer;t-egal
Interviewing and ~counseling in a
Nutshell. and-Planning and Drafting
Wills and Trusts, and co-author of
Lawvers, Law Students and People.
He was a member of the Notre Dame
Law faculty from 1936 to 1980 and
dean from 1971 to 1975. He has taught

at Washington and Lee since 1980.
A generous gift by Mr. Seegers has
made the lectureship possible and is
the same fund that supports V. U. 's
first endowed Chair, now occupied by
Professor Loius F. Bartelt. As the
Chair's first occupant, Professor
Bartelt will plan and direct the
Seegers lecture series. He plans to
invite prominent speakers who will
bring practical insights to their topics
and who will lecture on timely issues
in the legal field.
Mr. Seegers is an honorary alumnus
of VU. He graduated from the
University of Chicago School of Law in
1913 and was a successftil Ht.t.ornP.v 1n
t.;hicago. A charter member, and past
vice-president of the Lutheran Bar
Association, he was honored by that
group for having practiced law for
more than 50 years. He also belongs
to the Illinois Bar Association and the
American Judicature Society. He has
made numerous special gifts to VU
including funds for scholarships, and
contributions for the Music Hall, the
LeBien College of Nursing, and the
Neils Science Center. He established
the law endowment in memory of his
parents, Louis and Anna Seegers. Mr.
Seegers is now 94 years old.
Coincidentally, both Edward A.
Seegers, whom the new lectures
recognize, and the late Adolph A.
Wesemann, whom the law school
building honors, received their
elementary education before the tum
of the century in the one-room
Christian day school of Immanuel
Lutheran Church in Proviso, Illinois.
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Mark Scarp
writes
Editor's Note: Mark Scarp would have
been the editor of this year's Forum if
he hadn't loved his native Arizona
more than he did this newspaper
[though not by much, he admits].
Mark chose to switch rather than
fight; he is now a second-year tr~sfer
student at the Arizona State Umversity College of Law.
Scarp--Parting Shot
I just finished consulting with my
attorneys. I wanted to know if I had a
chance to make a libel action stick
against The Forum for printing in its
first issue this year that everyone
should sign up for the ''1st Annual
Mark Scarp Memorial Golf Tournament Sponsored By The Forum,''
complete with a picture of a hotdog
which obviously has some sort of
sexual innuendo. If it weren't for the
fact that they told me that any editor
who would have the gumption to
assert to anyone that I was dead was
obviously doing his readers a great
service, you'd all be in big trouble. I
do not now, nor have I ever, played
golf, along with a few other "sports."
Unlike Francisco Franco, I am NOT
dead. I have merely been replaced in
the VU School of Law Class of 1983 by
that guy in the back row no one has
ever seen before who transferred in
himself from some unaccredited thirdfloor law school on Chicago's East
Side. I am alive, well, and still airing
out the dirty laundry of the venerable
institution called Legal Education
eighteen-hundred-and-forty miles
west of Valparaiso (I know, I drove
each one of them) in Phoenix,
Arizona, where I have lived most of
my life (with one notable exception).
I get The Forum in the mail. When I
receive it, I think of what might have
been if I'd stayed on in Northern
Indiana. There would have been the
showdown with Professor Stevenson
over who had the most authentic bola
(Western) tie, which of course would
have led to another face-off over who
was the most authentic W estemer.
My current Evidence prof is Jewish,
and therefore, there's no comparison.
There would have been staring down
the SBA over how many bucks The
Forum would have gotten to produce
issues this year, when it would have
gotten less than it actually did. There
would have been . . . well, I guess
that's the point. I really wasn't so
indispensible after all ..
Looking at the first two issues--the
paper, I'm proud to tell all of you, is
almost exactly what I had planned it to
be, and that's not because I did
anything myself to get it that way. No,
that paper you're fingering right now
is the effort of some of your classmates from all three years who spend
their lives sneering in the face of the
seriousness of becoming a lawyer. No
one has told them it was supposed to
be grim, I guess, because The Forum
is not the kind of law school paper
you'll see anywhere. I know, I've read
them, including the one here where I
attend school now. Zzzzzz. If several
pages of analysis on recent U.S.
Supreme Court decisions and a ''From
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Forum describes our editorial policy
Last year when I worked for The
Forum one of my chief criticisms of
the paper was that AI Zimmerman
(last year's Editor-in-Chief) frequently printed editorials on this newspaper's editorial policy. I vowed that if
I ever became Editor-in-Chief I would
only attempt to explain the editorial
policy once. That day has arrived.
The first two issues under my
editorship contained no policy statement. However, since The Forum
printed a letter regarding Professor
Jack Hiller and Taxation on October
12, 1981, I have received numerous
complaints about the anonymity of the
letter-writer and about the editorial
policy of The Forum. The Complaints
received in letter form are printed in
the ''Letters to the Editor'' c0lumn in
this issue of The Forum.
Briefly, the policy qf 1:h_e Forum has
been -ancrwill contmue to be to print
only those letters to the editor which
are written and signed by the writer
unless the signer requests that his
name be witheld. The Forum occassionally prints longer letters as
"guest Editorials." By signing one's
name, The Forum can be assured of
the letter's authenticity by asking t!'Ie

person whose name appears at the
end of the letter if he really wrote the
letter. However, if the letter-writer
requests anonymity, for whatever
reason, his name will not be printed.
A signature is required to honor that
request.
The basis for anonymity in the
printed media goes back to the
founding of our country. People were
fearful of what might happen if their
name was connected with what they
wrote. I will not attempt to analogize
colonial America to this law school (I
am sure Asst. Dean Farago will cover
this in one of his off-the-wall posters)
but I will say that this school has
problems that hit people where they
live.
We live in a world where most people
do not take criticism well. People
often act out of spite. If The Forum
criticizes the SBA, we may get our
budget cut; if a student criticizes a
teacher, his grade may be lowered; if
someone criticizes a classmate, he
may be ostracized. We hone these
events never occur, but if they do,
how can we really be sure they are not

related to what we wrote to the editor?
An~ous letters definitely have a
place m J(>Umalism and1n our society.
Regarding the Hiller matter, at the
beginning of this school year The
Forum- recelveanumerou"Sletters
concerning Taxation, the grades
received and Mr. Hiller in general. All
of these letters were harsher in their
treatment of the matter than the letter
which was ultimately printed, and all
requested anonymity.
I, as Editor-in-Chief, decided to print
the letter which pointed out the
negative aspects of the class in a
light-hearted manner without being
crude or very emotional. My attempt
to avoid offending the law school
community was fairly successful. Only
two law students, neither of whom
took Taxation, were offended enough
to respond to the letter.
However, The Forum recognizes
everyone's desire to express their
views on any topic. This newspaper
will continue to print what it receives
from the law school community. A
newspaper is, after all, a ''forum.''
by Joseph Taylor

Just a rumour we're beyond petty behavior
I would like to address a subject
which seems to be a favorite pastime
among some of our fellow students-starting or propagating rumors (and I
don't mean the FLEET\VOOD MAC
album either). I would think that we
should be beyond such petty behavior,
but unfortunately, it appears that not
everyone agrees with me.
Rumors can be very damaging to
one's character and reputation. They
can damage relationships people have
with one another and can cause great
mental anguish. This is true of both
the victim of the rumor and the
rumor-monger him/herself. Therefore it is important that on_e think
before he talks and take everything he
hears with a ''grain of salt.'' It is also
important that one gets his facts
straight before he voluntarily slanders
another person.
I can speak from experience. It is no
fun to hear gossip circulate about

Dear Editor:

yourself without having an opportunity, in tum, to defend yourself. It is
especially frustrating if the person
who started the rumor acts on it
without substantiating the informa'tion or considering the consequences
if the information is false. Once a
rumor has started it is very difficult, if
not impossible, to stop it. Even if the
facts are later revealed, the damage is
done. Like a juror who is instructed to
disregard a prejudicial statement a
witness just made, a person does not
automatically forget a damaging
statement heard about another.
Whether or not the information is
proven false is immaterial. The seed
has been planted and will remain.
I therefore implore that we be very
careful not to spread damaging information without at least checking its
truth and veracity. As future lawyers
we should hold ourselves to a greater
ethical standard and either seek the

truth or not get involved in the matter
at all. Reputations are as easily
developed as they are difficult to lose.
I have to question the intelligence
and ethics of a person who would
lobby against another without first
substantiating the information. If one
has a problem with another person, he
should discuss the problem with that
person. If he is still dissatisfied, he
should conduct an independent investigation before conveying the information to others. This would allow ample
opportunity for the truth to surface
and the information would then lose
its character as rumor.
I hope certain people will read this
letter and smarten up, because I am
tired of hearing lies spread about
myself and about others. If someone
has the gall to spread a damaging
statement about someone he should
have the balls to check it out first.
by Ed Biondi

Letters to the Editor

For the most part, the SBA Glass
Chimney Party that was held on
October 7 was a huge success. The
Glass Chimney is a nice place to have
a party', complete with palm trees.
The beer and drinks were cheap and
the hors d' oeurves and munchies were
free. The place has a nice dance floor
and plenty of good music. But best of
all, the tum-out was terrific; the place
was literally jammed with people from
the law school community who
seemed to be enjoying themselves.
So, what went wrong? Well, Valparaiso had a mild, unpredicted earthquake at about 1:30 a.m. The palm
trees were shaken so hard that the
leaves and coconuts began dropping
off the trees and onto the dance floor.
Some of the leaves were scooped by
the wind and hurled out the door,
while the ground opened up and
swallowed some of the coconuts which
had been bouncing up and down on
the dance floor--all never to be seen
again. Suddenly, all was quiet again.
Luckily, no one wa~ severely injured.
The damages were extensive, but the
SBA social committee generously
donated money to the earthquake
relief fund.
Authorities are baffled by the
occurrence of the earthquake in
Valparaiso. The townspeople are
naturally quite shaken but they have
already begun to take precautionary
measures to help minimize the
damages from any future earthquakes. The halls and bars around
town are taking such measures as
installing seismographs, which will
warn merchants of possible trouble so
they may quickly evacuate the

premises, while other merchants are
charging higher prices to cover
possible future damages caused by
earthquakes. Others are taking more
drastic measures such as closing down
their businesses and moving out of
town.
The SBA Social Committee is also
considering precautionary measures
to minimize damages. A few of the
proposed measures are listed below:
a) hiring bouncers at all parties to
bounce people out at the first quake of
trouble.
b) charging a buck entrance fee to
each person to cover any future
damages.
c) pay for damages as they occur
since earthquakes are rare in this area
(but one · large earthquake could
deplete their funds and that would
mean NO MORE SBA PARTIES!).
Maybe the best and only way to
effectively prepare for this type of
situation is to pray that we never have
another earthquake.
Signed,
SBA Social Committee

Dear Name Witheld:
I was a bit uneased by your criticism
of Professor Hiller in the last issue of
The Forum. No doubt, your complaints had some justification especially the unusually large numb~r of
sub-70 grades issued by Professor
Hiller in last semester's Tax course.
But much of your letter was uncalled
for.

For instance, criticizing the way a
person may dress has nothing to do
with his teaching abilities, and
amounts to little more than a blow
beneath the belt. Furthermore, it
negated the effectiveness of your
legitimate complaints.
As we move up in the professional
world it would be good to remember
some of the basic rules of tact and
politeness that we learned when we
were younger. After all, professors
are human too.
Your letter would have been much
more effective if you would have stuck
to constructive criticism and avoided
mud-slinging epitaphs.
One final piece of advice: you might
also make it a rule to sign your name
in the future. If you're afraid to
associate yourself with something,
maybe it isn't worth being associated
with.
Signed,
Vic Fitz

Dear Editor:
I am deeply bothered by a letter
which was printed in the last issue of
The Forum. The letter was written by
a student who was obviously disappointed with his Tax grade. I have
few thoughts that I hope ''Mr .
Anonymous,'' the author of the letter
will consider.
'
First of all, Professor H. is no longer
teaching Tax. What purpose was
served by the letter at this ooint?

a

continued on page 6
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Search Committee Underway

Corporate Employment
Good Bet

Valparaiso University President
Robert Schnabel has seated a thirteen
member Dean Search Committee
whose task will be to seek out the most
qualified candidate to take over the
position of Dean of the School of Law
when Charles Ehren steps down as
Dean at the end of this academic year.
Chaired by Professor Louis Bartelt,
the committee is comprised of 13
voting members: 11 faculty representatives and two students of the law
school. Barrv Rooth and Tula
Kavadias. University Vice President
Baepler serves as an ex officio
member.
In addition, the committee has
recommended the appointments of a
School of Law alumnus with full voting
privileges and a minority student who
would serve only in an advisory
capacity.
The committee has already narrowed
the relatively large field of candidates

by evaluating resumes and letters ot
recommendation and through personal contact with individuals who know
by Pat Swanson
the various applicants. At a later date
some of the remaining candidates will
There are numerous employment
be invited to the campus for perconal opportunities for law students, not all
interviews.
of which are in law firms or in solo
Tula Kavadias and Barry Rooth,, practice. Some of you might think
student members of the committee, about working for one of the many
announced their intention to speak on corporations, both large and small,
an informal basis with as many which are now employing in-house
students as possible about their counsel.
thoughts and concerns on selecMany corporations, especially the
tion of a new Dean. They said the larger ones, have found that it is more
candor and willingness to communi- convenient and less expensive to
cate that students have already shown employ in-house counsel. This trend
has been caused by the impact
has been appreciated.
Surveys are now available at the on corporations in anti-trust issues,
library reserve desk that provide products liability, employment disstudents with an opportunity to voice crimination, environmental law, etc.
Attorneys in the past have been hired
opinions on the selection nrocess. Ms.
Kavadias and Mr. Rooth strongly from outside firms, but corporations
encourage everyone to take time to fill have found employing in-house
out the forms in order to help them counsel gives them individuals with
make their paa.-ticipation in the com- an internal knowledge of the corporamittee better reflect the views of the tion. Prior to employing in-house
counsel, many hours were spent (and
entire law school student body.

paid for) in acquainting the attorney
with the corporat ion, its internal
workings, the b asis for decisionmaking, personnel, etc. Coupled with
the large judgement against them
(some a direct result of that lack of
special internal insight), this made
in-house counsel not just a luxury, but
a necessity.
Working for a corporation gives the
law graduate a chance not only to put
your JD degree to work, but the
opportunity to do so while establishing a solid corporate background.
With the help of Matt Downs, the
Placement Office has been able to
compile a list of ''Fortunate 500 ''
corporations, along with their addresses and corporate counsel.
Anyone who has an interest in this
type of law is welcome to take one.
Remember, not all of you are cut out
to be criminal lawyers or corporate
lawyers--only you know where your
special interests lie--you must make
that decision.

Inaugural Lecture
Organizational Notes

WALSA
The Women Law Students Association was alloted $350. for the 1981-82
school year at a recent SBA budget
meeting. Thanks to all those who
supported us. WLSA enjoyed a successful membership drive and Great
Pumpkin Patch sale. Tula Kavadios
won the pumpkin carving contest for
her accomplished model of a former
dean and presenr contracts professor.
Thanks are in order to allwho helped
especially to judges Gromley, Down~
and Farago. WLSA also wishes to
thank Ellen Neubauer who donated
the pumpkins.
WLSA also hopes to sponsor a
speaker trained in the operation of a
polygraph machine before Thanksgiving break. OUr next meeting will
be Wednesday, November 11 in Room
A. at Chapel break.
It should be stressed that WLSA is
not exclusively a women's organization. Our purpose is to promote the
equal rights of wome, whether in the
work force or in an academic setting.
We strive to achieve this purpose by
sponsoring programs that touch upon
not only women's rights, but the
rights of all human beings.
Last year, WLSA sponsored a
speaker from the Legal Services
Organization in Indianapolis dealing
with prisQAers' rights. This semester
our programs will include speakers on
topics such as the legal issues of rape
and the rights of battered women.
Prisoners' rights, rape and wife abuse
are cdertainly not just ''women's
issues'' inasmuch as they affect all of
us. We welcome all those who are
interested in joining WLSA and
sharing their ideas and energy.

JALSA
We,. the members of Jalsa (Jersey
American Law Students Association)
had our first m~eting on Thursday,
Oct. 22. We dectded to elect officers
and go drinking at the "Northside."
We also delegated special duties to
some of our members. Secretary Paul
' 'sly, pro bono'' Barnett was to write
the seconds of the meeting and check
to see if we could get official state
recognition from ''lame mallard''
Governor Brendan Byrne. Treasurer
Beth ''my car hates Indiana pizza
trucks" Wirtshafter was to check on
the possibility of T-shirts. Club
founder and Grand Exalted Wheezing
Pi~e.on . Mi~e ' 'What me worry?' '
Phthppt will get us official SBA
recognition at the next Executive
Board meet~g. Capt. Ed "I'm tired of

continued from page 1
waking up alone" Biondi (no one of
special import) wrote this stupid
notice. Jim "I don't know· him well
enough to give him a nickname"
Mulroy was elected historian. and
faculty advisor Bruce '' BARKAR''
Berner did not show. Lisa ''my trunk
can sleep four'' Heffelfinger and Mike
"I'm not from New Jersey but I wish I
was" Galvin also attended the fiasco.
Bruce ' 'I'm also not from New Jersey
but I passed through Bayonne once''
Lambka, Jim "another person) can't
give a nickname to'' McCune, Mike
"don't bother me I'm from Tenafly"
Mele, Frank "They know me personally at Resorts International'' Lattal,
Mike ''I spent half my life in New
Jersey one year" Clark and Rich "I
like taking finals better in Jersey' '
Constanza chose not to attend and will
be publically flogged next week.
In other business we decided that
uttering the words "pop" or "bubbler'' was blasphemy and we will use
the normal terms ''soda'' and ''water
fountain" instead. We are also planning a cheesesteak party as wll as law
week activities.
We may look into the possibility of
lobbying the state legislature to
change the state license plate motto
from the "Garden State" to -the "Eat
shit and die" state. (New Hampshire
watch out.)
All those interested in joining our
fine organization may attend our next
meeting after we decide when the hell
it will be. You need not be from New
Jersey to join, but it helps (innovative
Hoosiers are also welcome). Watch
the SBA bulletin board for news and
official information.

PAD
Phi Alpha Delta has initiated 18 new
members this fall. The new members
include several who are extremely
active in other law school activities
and who in the short time since their
initiation have infused PAD with a
vitality which Halleck Chapter had not
seen in at least five years.
The officers are:
Ken Howes--Justice
Deb Dickson--Vice Justice
Mark Folmsbee--Clerk
Ken Bruce--Treasurer
Bill McMaster--Marshal
On November 6th and 7th, the
chapter will be host to a district
leadership conference attended by
members from three states. The first
evening's highligts will be the initiation of former Indiana Attorney General Theodore Sendak. Several national and district as well as chapter
officers will attend the conference.

convince the violin-player that we
need sleep to enjoy it.''
Professor Stith was born in 1944. He
received the A.B. from Harvard
College in 1965, studied law in
Uruguay under a Fulbright fellowship, received an M.A. in political
science from the University of
California at Berkeley in 1967 and the
J.D. and Ph.D. (in religious ethics)
from Yale University simultaneously
in 1973.
Professor Stith has been a member of
the faculty of the Valparaiso University School of Law since 1973, and,
while on leave during the 1976-77
academic year, served as Assistant
Professor of Law and Community
Medicine and Director of the School of
Medicine Developmental Program in
Biomedical Ethics at St. Louis University. He teaches courses in family law,
jurisprudence, and comparative law,
and has also taught undergraduate
courses at the University's honors
college. He taught legal and moral
philosophy at Poona University in
India for the 1980-81 academic year
under a Fulbright grant.
Professor Stith is an active writer in
ethics and jurisprudence. Perhaps his
most significant recent publication is
''Toward Freedom from Value''--an
attack on the concept of "valuing" as
inherently mercantile and inappropriate when used generically to encompass all moral and asthetic attitude-s. The present lecture finds
similar faults in the concept of
''fairness.''
He is a participant in the pro-life
movement and serves on the advisory
boards of Citizens for Judicial
Restraint and the National Youth
Pro-Life Coalition. He is a member of
the Indiana bar.

the violin-player to apply his notion of
fairness to himself and others. He is
merely trying to treat his neighbors as
himself." (After all, he doesn 't get
any sleep either).
Professor Stith said to be fair in the
ideal-based sense forbids being fair. in
the satisfaction- based sense. Stith
asked whether, in a pluralistic society
such as ours, we can make satisfaction-based fairness applicable to
conflicts of value as well as conflicts of
interest (to illustrate, the violinplayer's plight involves more than the
interests of his neighbors--it involves
a moral aspect, his desire to improve
the quality of life through his music-and thus, amounts to a conflict of
value).
''If we can find a way to use fairness
to adiudicate some, or even all value
conflicts, we need not be perturbed by
our lack of substantive agreement/'
Stith said. He likened the satisfactiontype motivation to taking an aspirin
tablet. "An aspirin tablet is not good
in itself, it is merely a resource. We
just want to get rid of the headache. If
the world is merely instrumental in
value, then its being doesn't matter,''
he added, assigning non-instrumental
value to things like sunsets, ''not to be
consumed like aspirin tablets--we
know them to be good in themselves.''
Stith said satisfaction-based fairness
leaves only one value--fairness itself.
''We may respect ourselves for not
bothering others, but we have really
lost respect for ourselves.'' ' Stith
concluded by suggesting a sort of
middle ground for the violin-player
and his neighbors, for example--an
agreement to one violin recital per
week. "This could give way to both
sleep and music as values. Even if
music is the greater good, we can

Nude Mud Wrestling
Now that you are attentive, the 3r
ear Steering Committee wants t
emind all 3-L's that pictures for th
. U. School of Law composite will be
aken on Nov. 11. This date was
greed upon at a recent class meeting.
or the past week or so, information
egarding the time and place when
-L's can be photographed has been
osted on one of the bulletin boards.
A sitting fee of $6.75 is due in
advance. Beth Cutter collected this
fee from most 3-L's on Nov. 4.
Each student who poses for the
composite will receive a miniature
composit in addition to information
pertaining to the purchase of pictures ·
to give to loved ones. If any 3-L ha
questions regarding the pictures
sitting fee, or anything else, pleas'
contact Beth--CutteF- BEFORE-N . -11.
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Scary

Halloween
Above are 31 objects connected with
Halloween and some creatures who
appeared at_former S~A Hallowee?,
parties. F1nd them 1f you dare ..

Scream
Skeleton
Spirits

Apple cider
Autumn
Brief-Man
Candy
Cat
Graveyard

Costume
Fright
Ghouls
Ghost
Goblin
Hack

Trick or treat
Vampire

Answers to the Questions
Nobody Cared to Answer
1. Six.
2. Five. Brennan (born 1906), Burger
and Powell (both b0rn 1907), Marshall
and Blackmun ·. both born 1908).
3. William Henty .Harrison, Zachary.
Taylor, and Andrew ,.Johnson.
4. George Washington made eleven
appointments (filling the original six
seats on the Court plus five replacements). FDR made nine appointments, including the elevation of
Stone to Chief Justice.
5. Potter Stewart, appointed by President Eisenhower on October 14,
1958, and confirmed by the Senate on
May 5, 1959. Justice William Brennan
is the other sitting justice who came
on to the Court by recess appointment.
6. White (clerked for C.J. Vinson,
1946-47) (he was the first former clerk
to become a justice); Rehnquist
(clerked for Jackson, 1952-53); Stevens (clerked for Rutledge, 1947-48).
7. William Douglas, 1939-1975.
8. James Byrnes was on the Court for
one year, 1941-42.
9. Charles Evans Hughes was Associate Justice from 1910 to 1916 and
Chief Justice from 1930 to 1941. John
Rutledge was on the Court for two
years (1789-91) as one of the original
justices and resigned withou~ ever
sitting. Four years later he was
appointed to succeed the original
Chief Justice, John Jay, but his recess
appointment was not confirmed by the
Senate.
10. Henry B. Brown (1890-1906) and
Frank Murphy (1940-1949).

11. Nineteen.
12. Charles Evans Hughes was 68
when appointed Chief Justj.ce. Harlan
Stone was elevated to the Chief
Justiceship at 68.
13. Joseph Story, appointed at age 32.
14. John Jay, 41.
15. Fifteen, counting the above-mentioned John Rutledge.
16. John Rutledge: Associate,
1791; CJ, 1795
Edward White: Associate,
1910; CJ, 1910-1921
Chas. E. Hughes: Associate,
1916; CJ, 1930-1941
Harlan Stone: Associate,
1941; CJ, 1941-1946

1789189419101925-

17. John Quincy Adams, who rejected
his Supreme Court appointment by
President · Madison in 1811. The
vacancy was then filled by appointIP~nt of Joseph Story.
18. John Marshall, 34 years (18011835), fo11owerl by Roger Taney's 28
years (1836-1864).
19. Six. See 28 U.S.C. §1.
20. Charles Evans Hughes, Speech at
Elmira, May 3, 1907.
21. Robert Jackson, dissenting in
Terminiello v Chicago, 337 U.S. 1, 37
(1949).
22. Louis Brandeis, dissenting in New
State Ice Co. v Liebmann, 285 U.S.
262, 311 (1932).
23. William Douglas, in Zorach v
Clauson, 343 U.S. 306, 313 (1952).

24. Potter Stewart, concurring in
Jacobellis v Ohio, 378 U.S. 184, 197
(1964).
25. Harry Blackmun, in Roe v Wade,
410 U.S. 113, 125 (1973).
:W. Chisolm v Georgia,2 U.S. (2 Dall.)
419 (1793) (11th Amendment)
Dred Scott v Sanford, 60 U.S. (19
How.) 393 ( 1857) (13th and 14th)
Pollock v Farmers' loan & trust Co.,
157 u.s. 429 (1895) (16th)
Breedlove v Suttles, 302 U.S. 277
(1937) (24th)
Oregon v Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112
(1970) (26th)
27. They ratified, somewhat belatedly, in 1939.
28. N.Y. Times v U.S., 403 U.S. 713
(1971) (Pentagon Papers case);
Furman v Georgia, 408 U.S. 238
(1972} (death penalty case).
29. The above-cited Pentagon Papers
case.
30. U.S. v Rabinowitz, 339 U.S. 56
(1950); overruled Trupiano v U.S.
334 U.S. 699 (1948), and was itself
overrulled by Chime! v California, 395
U.S. 752 (1969).

31. Kesler v Dept. of Public Safety,
369 U.S. 153 (1962): overruled as to
applicability of three-judge court procedure by Swift & Co. v Wickham, 382
U.S. 111 (1965), and overruled with
respect to the Supremacy Clause
interpretation by Perez v Campbell,
402U.S. 637 (1971).
32. Hornbuckle v Toombs, 85 U.S. (18
Wall.) 648 (1873). Justice Bradley
wrote the 5-3 minority opinion overruling his decision for a unanimous
Court in Dunphy v Kleinschmidt, 78
U.S. (11 Wall.) 610 (1870).
-33. Girouard v U.S. 328 U.S. 61, 72
(1946) (C.J. Stone dissenting: "With
three other Justices of the Court I
dissented in the Macintosh and Bland
cases, for reasons which the Co_urt
now adopts as ground for overrulmg
them.").
34. Blackstone v Miller, 188 U.S. 189
(1903), overruled by Farmers' Loan &
Trust Co. v Minnesota, 280 U.S. 204
(1930). Also Gillespie v Oklahoma,
257 U.S. 501 (1922), overruled by
Helvering v Mountain Producer@
Corp., 303 U.S. 376 (1938).
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Sports and the Art

Mock Trial:
The Buck Stops Here
by.tPaul Vance
In these austere ''Reaganomic''
times, the process of obtaining funds
for various activities can be an
exercise in futility. Fortunately--if not
miraculously--the central budgeting
committee for this university has been
able to give the law school money to
help fund some of these activities. The
Dean (you know, the one with the Ted
Kennedy glasses) has done what
many feel is an admirable job in
dividing this money among the
various groups in our school.
In a recent interview with Professor
Stevenson, I learned that the Mock
Trial team received $1,000 this year.
Professor Stevenson says that the
team needs at least $1,400 to operate.
So, when your group needs more
bucks what can you do? I propose th..,
following alternatives: 1. Call Mom
and Dad; 2. See ''Veto'' the loan
shark; 3. Panic; 4. ask SBA. Professor
Stevenson wisely opted for the fourth
alternative. Unfortunately, (at least at
the time of our interview) he was
refused . The problem seems to be that
since everyone in Mock Trihl earns a
credit hour (something Stevenson is
opposed to) it is not a ''student
~~ivity'' and therefore is ineligible
fo r SB A student activity fund&.
Sounds logical enough, right? So, if
_M ock Trial is not a student activity,
why does the Dean and the central
budgeting committee call it a student
activity and fund it as a student
activity? Don't ask me, I'm just a
reporter.
It seems that the Mock Trial team
suffers from an acute case of marginality. It is not quite a student activity
because the participants earn one
credit hour. This disqualifies them

from SBA funds. On the other hand,
Mock Trial is not really part of the
curriculum and as a result cannot
receive funds designated for that
purpose.
· Well, successful diagnosis of a
disease does little to affect a cure. (I
don't know if we got to the real
problem but I love that line). I would
suggest (and I can do this because I'm
writing the article) that "the powers
that be'' re-evaluate just exactly what
kind of animal the Mock Trial team is.
Once that problem is solved and Mock
Trial wears one label or the other,
perhaps it can receive the proper
amount of money that it justly
deserves.

Take Note
We are pleased to welcome a new
advertiser to the pages of The
Forum--First Travel Center, just up
the road on North 49 in downtown
Chesterton. Remember our column
"The Best ofValpo" in the first issue?
We hereby include First Travel Center
as the best travel agency in, well at
least in the immediate vicinity. First
Travel Center has offices in LaPorte
and Michigan City as well. The
manager of the Chesterton office,
Jean Gerometta, has 25 years of travel
counseling experience, so we're sure
she'll be able to help you get wherever
you're going. Patronize your advertisers and do yourself a favor, give
First Travel a call next time wanderlust hits.

A CASE FOR TRA VELI

Pack Up Your Goods and Chattels!

of Bartending
by Paul Barnett
Now that the 1981 baseball season is
finally over, fans can turn their
attentions fully to the winter sports of
football, basketball and ice hockey.
And one can bet that in many bars
across the country, arguments will
take place concerning the best team,
the best player, the team with the
most potent offense or stingiest
defense, etc. However, there is one
argument, though certainly as important as any of these, which most likely
will never take place. It is, ' 'Who is
the best bartender in town?"
Now, this seems like a most unlikely
topic of conversation, but think a
minute. Who is the person who can
field a beer at a moment's notice. who
is ready to recover any fumbled glass?
Who is certainly the least offensive
person in any bar, yet the one who is
ready and willing to tackle your thirst
with another beer? That's right, the
bartender!
Almost every sport involves at least
some physical exertion. Yet, it is rare
that a top running back will accumulate as much yardage as the bartender
does during the course of a game.
Hardly a boxer can be found who can
deliver as many punches as a
bartender beers. Finally, when was
the last time you saw a bartender
commit even as many unforced errors
as any of the top tennis professionals?
You are probably still wondering how
bartenders got to be such a hot topic
of conversation that they merit a
column in a newspaper, The Forum,
no less. Well, at the SBA Halloween
Party I played bartender for a while,
something I had never done before. It
was not long before I and my
bartending partner had become the
most popular people at the party.
Suddenly, people who I thought were
my friends only wanted me for my
ability to draw them a beer. Nice
friends I thought I had.
By the time my replacement arrived,
I had realized that being a bartender
is not easy. I think I'm now physically
fit to run the Boston Marathon--twice.
I also came to appreciate what
bartenders go through when there is a
large, thirsty crowd on hand. Never
again will I grow impatient while
waiting to be served. Now I know
better.
Therefore, the next time you pull a
stool up to a bar and order a cold beer'
remember that the person serving you
would probably like to be where
you're sitting. So give the bartender a
break and let him take his time. Who
knows, you may get to take a warm
bartender home with you.

Maternity Ward
In GOOD FAITH Offers You:
PLANE RESERVATIONS--TO ALL AREAS OF THE UNITED STATES
AND ALL INTERNATIONAL DESTINATIONS:
Super-Saver, Super Coach, Supreme Super Saver,
Smart-Stop, Peak, Off Peak, Super Jackpot, Apex
Holiday, Thrift Trip, Moonlighter, Group 8 ...

Congratulations are in order to Mr.
and Mrs. Daniel Granquist on the
birth of their son, Derrick Steven, on
Friday, October ~C. T:i.tc 1:Jtuuu .le:tl.iu:~r
is a second-year student. Congratulations, Dan!

SBA NEWS
by P.J. Stamper
1. Our next scheduled meeting is
November 10 at 4:30 in. Room A
2. Our posted hours 8.!"~!
M W F 10:00 to 11:30, T 12:30 to 1:30,
Th 2:30 to 3:30
3. Mr. Barry Rooth and Ms. Tula
Kavadias were appointed to the Dean
Search Committee.
4. The Student Lounge Renovation
Committee's recommendations were
accepted. The work should begin over
Thanksgiving break with the carpet
installation. Hoepfully the downstairs
will be completed when we return
from Christmas break!
5. The budgets were handed down:
Professional activities
Forum
Social Committee
Third Year Steering
BALSA
Christian Legal Society
WLSA
.
Latino Law Students
DTP
International Law
Law Spouses
ABA/LSD
Literature_
Mock Trial

us

I

•

19 S. Calumet Chesterton IN

Toll Free!
46304

-0-

Prof. Downs' Library Budget.
6. Pay Phone Status Report:
1st year Rep. John Williamson
headed a campaign to get student
signatures on a petition to present to
Pres. Schnabel in our appeal to have
the University join us in the action
and/or allow us to use the University
counsel.

National Sports:
continued from page 8
California and instead decid~d to
bicycle it. He left word that he 1night
be a little late, but I haven't heard any
reports as to whether he made it or
not. I hope he doesn't have any
problems rescheduling his check-up, I
know I wouldn't have the heart to tell
him to come back next month.
Here is one for the record books.
Tracey Briggs of Grove, Oklahoma is
the ''world champeen'' bullchip
thrower for 1981. Tracey shot the shit
210 feet 8 inches, bettering the old
world's record by over 20 feet. What
is the difference between a bullchip
and any other chip? Well, according to
organizer E.L: Stone, ''a bullchip is
more of a clod, where a cowchip is
more of a pie and a buffalochip is long
and narrow.'' Personally, I know
quite a few clods at this law school
who are full of BS. Perhaps we could
organize a law student throwing
contest???
Last, but not least, a Japanese
newspaper reports an unprecedented
number of elderly Japanese men are
dying to go overseas. It seems the old
guys are headed overseas on package
sex tours and returning home in
coffins . . . ''after breathing their last
during sexual bouts" in the Philipnines 8n0 'rhs:tlh"TH'~ 'l''ho !:'"'::''"'... C::?~~ ,
"That's regrettable." At least they
died with smiles on their faces. I only
wonder if they have to customize the
coffins to fit them in?

TRAIN TRAVEL--Reserve in advance for discount fares!
HOTEL AND RESORT RESERVATIONS- Florida? Bermuda? for Spring
Break? Now is the time for decision!
CRillSES--3 days or 91 days--Bahamas or Bali!
CAR REN'IAL--Toyotas to Thunderbirds!
GROUP TRAVEL--Have 10 friends? Travel together and save

TRY

70 .
50.

* Matching funds to be received from

(Let us interpret and define these clever terms for you: you'll save
money!)

926-7691

$5000.
2500.
3000.
400.
300.
225.
350.
225.
200.
300.
150 .

a business dedicated to Christian principles
where shopping is a real pleasure
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Scarp Spef!.kS from a Western State of. Mind
continued from page 2

'' getcha-where-ya-live'' topics no
the Dean's Desk'' colwnn is enough to other journal of the law school
make you toss the cookies you didn 't experience would touch, and the only
eat for breakfast, then, for everything reason they don't is because they're
else you could find to complain about, too proud. The Forum is anything but
you should be damned thankful that that--it's irreverent, it's boisterous,
The Forum instead tries to make you and it complains and complains and
laugh and make you think , rather than complains. It's the student advocate
everything else you ' ll see in law SBA sometimes isn't. It's the voice of
school, which, I'm told, is supposed to dissent and demand that £he studenf
body almost never is on it's o~.
make you " learn. "
There probably isn't an ivy-covered If you get anything out of the student
law school paper in the country that newspaper thls year, it will be that it
would dare deal with the topics ' 'Dear challenges your very gut notions of
Third Year" does, or which would what "going to law school" is all
devote its editorial page to the about. When "The System" has
''burning'' issues of the installation of always told you about hours and hours
a pay phone, filthy words (hooray!) on and hours of study, study, study,
the restroom walls, and less acoustical research, research, research, and
quality to the women's restroom in the prof brown-nosing, prof brownlibrary, in that order. These are nosing, prof brown-nosing, your stu-

dent newspaper tells you and anyone
else in the Valparaiso University
community that it's all a lot of
horsehockey, that lesser men and
women than yourselves made it
through, on less money, less time,
less study, and more from getting
blitzed at Jackson's or the Franklin
House or wherever.
Yes, The Forum is more than gonzo
journalism, it's gonzo law school. The
administration has never liked it, the
faculty is mixed about it (three of
them called it ''scurrilous,'' ''lousy , ''
and "a rag" last year), but what will
always keep it alive and kicking is
your support, your contributions, your
readership. It's the soul of the student
body bedecked in black ink, and I truly
hope that because the only thing it is
proud of is you, that you are very

proud of it.
You can tell, my former classmates,
that I miss working on the paper and
the experiences and friendships I've
made in Northern Indiana very much.
Finance and a love for the Grand
Canyon State no Midwesterner could
ever be expected to understand
brought me back home, but there
really is, as corny as it sounds, a part
of me there in Wesemann Hall.
Remember that what counts is that we
are all deigned to cast out of the back
door what we received through the
front. For in service to others--in our
profession and out--shall we be one
day served.
And couldja keep it down in the
library, for Pete's sake?
--Mark J. Scarp of Arizona

Escaping on a Starship
by

Dan Banina

October had just begun when I
started feeling those mid -semester
blues. My life had become a continuous cycle of school, work, studying and sleep. I needed something to
break this humdrum routine. I needed
to escape. So I decided to go to a rock
show.
I enjoy rock 'n' roll very much. Rock
music fills a certain void in my life . I
can be content just listening to my
favorite artists on my stereo . But
experiencing a live performance really
excites me. So when I heard that the
Jefferson Starship was going to play
at the Holiday Star Theatre I did not
hesitate t o purchase tickets. The
Starship, formerly the Jefferson Airplane, is a rock legend originating in
the late 60's. The group's music
epitomizes the drug culture and antiestablishment sentiments of young
people during that era. I was eager to
see this classic group.
The Holiday Star Theatre is a good
place to see a concert. Every padded
seat offers a good view of the stage
and the sound carries much better
than in such acoustical atrocities as
the Clilcago ~tadiuin or tlie H:osemont
Horizon, where I have seen other fine
performers. They even sell alcoholic
beverages in the lobby at, unfortunately, high prices. However, they
have a policy of no smoking or
drinking inside the auditorium. Thus,
after paying $1.50 for a draft beer, I
was forced to drink it on the spot.
The band was preceded by a
comedian who, I must admit, got me
to laugh a bit even though I was
anxious to see the main attraction.
After the jokes and another beer in the
lobby, the band came out. Their first
number, "Somebody To Love,'' a
golden oldie, set the pace for the
entire performance. From then on, it
was non-stop rock 'n' roll. The
Starship contains only two members
from the Airplane days. The immortal
Grace Slick still shares the vocal
duties and Paul Kantner still plays

rhythm guitar. Mickey Thomas,
formerly of the Elvin Bishop Band.
also provides vocals. It has been due
to the infusion of new personnel that
the band has enjoyed its longevity.
The newer members performed the
older hits as if they had originally
recorded them. Their performance
was tight.
The concert offered everything I had
come to expect from a good rock show.
The lighting was superb, with a
backdrop of altering psychadelic
colors. breath-taking guitar and drum
solos highlighted the performance.
The crowd was very responsive to the
inspired exhibition on stage. Perhaps
they were a bit too responsive. One
extremely hefty young lady who was
sitting near me seemed insistent upon
hooting and hollering throughout t he
performance. Luckily, she was escorted out by two merciful ushers
midway through the show. (Why do I
always end up sitting next to the
lou runouths?) The end of the main
.. erformance orought the audience to
its feet. When the band reappeared
and began their encore with ''White
Rabbit" everyone in the crowd was
ecstatic. When the house Iig~ts f..!!?-~ly

a

came on I experienced
feeling of
satisfaction. During the short ride
back to Valpo, my mind vividly
recalled the performance I had just
experienced. This rock 'n' roll junkie
received a necessary fix.
Although my escape was confined to
one evening, I thoroughly enjoyed it.
Instead of hours of laborious studying,
I occupied my time with the sights and
sounds of an electric live rock show. I
fully realize that others may not have
the same opinion of rock that I do. But
it was the break I needed before
heading down the home stretch
towards finals.

Cheers and Jeers
Cheers to the anonymous altruistic
soul who donated the WOMEN plaque
to the rest room. It may still be
crowded in there but we women will
"rest easier" because of it. This
editor is thinking of an addendum:
''Line forms to the left.''
Cheers to the Social Committee for the
great HallowP.en party!
Jeers to those who derided we could
choose our classes for next semester
in two days.
Cheers to all of us who managed to do
it, and to all of us who found answers
to our questions about bar exam
requirements, etc. , despite the convenient absence . _oL_Dean Farai!o
•during the brief registration period ...
(rumored to have been in Floriaa,
lucky devil).

Jeers to the palm tree destructo forces
at ''The Glass Chimney.'' This editor
was too busy doing Forum layout to
atte~d the party, and she's glad. Grow
up or go to Hawaii and shake up some
~eal trees, folks. Unfortunately, the
rmpoverished SBA can't spring for
your plane ticket, however much they
might like to.
Jeers to the people who determine the
temperature of Wesemann Hall,
which always seems to be too cold or
too hot. Life's tough enough without
making us even more tempted to leave
town than we already are.
Cheers and Jeers to the writer of the
Mr. H. letter to the editor. Cheers for
speaking out, jeers for not wanting
your name printed because you have
brought untold grief to the editor.
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Prof. Potts gives job tips
On October 22, the law school's
newest faculty member, Associate
Professor John Potts, gave a short,
but well-received speech on job
hunting and the importance of selecting the law firm for which you wish to
work.
Prof. Potts comes to Valparaiso from
the wor~g world of Albuquerque,
New MeXIco, where he was employed
as a tax attorney after graduating
from Boston College School of Law in
1974 and earning an M.S. in accounting at Northeastern University.
All students, said Prof. Potts have a
choice as to where they wili work.
They should be concerned about
selec:ting the law firm they want, not
worned ~bout being selected by a law

firm. Prof, Potts emohasized the
importance of that difference. He also
emphasized the importance of that
emphasized the importance of starting
a job search as early as possible.
When asked why he and not someone from the placement office was
giving a talk on job searching, Prof.
Potts answered that students could
and should seek advice from the
placement office but that students can
benefit even more by listening to
someone wh has recently been
employed by a top law firm. Prof.
Potts has worked for two such firms.
Prof. Potts said that if enoug
students showed an interest he would
be glad to give his presentation again.

Letters to the Editor
continued from page 2
Secondly, did Mr. Anonymous ever
attempt to discuss his concerns with
Professor H.? I think he would have
accomplished more had he gone
directly to the professor while he was
taking the course.
Finally, I too am taking Jurisprudence this semester. I suppose I
am in the same class as Mr.
Anonymous. Before he becomes
disappointed in his Jurisprudence
grade, I would like to make him aware
of the fact that Prof. H. stays after
class each week until at least 5:00
answering questions for those of us
who wish to stay. At other times I
have had no problems locating Prof.
H. in his office or in the library. If Mr.
Anonymous doesn't consider Jurisprudence an exciting class does he
ever bother to answer any questions
posed by the professor? Does he ever
attempt to discuss any of his insights?
I'm sorry but I think Mr. Anonymous
and the rest of us should take a good
hard look at ourselves before we begin
casting stones.
Sincerely
Lisa Veracco

Dear Editor:
I keep hearing complaints about the
ladies' room in the back of the library.
Many women refuse to use the facility
because the fine acoustics do not allow
any privacy. I say if the women won't
use it, give it to the men! I'm tired of
having to trudge out of the library
every time nature calls. Why should
the women have the convenience of
close proximity when they refuse to
capitalize on it?
I know some of the bleeding heart
liberationists will cry repression when
they are left with one less bathroom,
so why don't we compromise.. We
will give them the downstairs
bathroom (plus one professor to be
named later), as. a trade. Invariably
some feminist will complain a"9out the
fact that the bathroom downstairs is
not kept as clean, but tough darts!
They might even complain that the
urinals are useless as far as women
are concerned, but I have a solution.
We could attach adjustable harnesses
to the ceiling and . . .
Floyd Turbo
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Dear 3rd Year,
I thoroughly enjoy your column. You
are obviously a very bright, witty and
thoughtful person. I'm sure you will
be very sucessful in life. Keep up the
good work.
Signed
A Fan

Dear 3rd Year,
'I am a brain. Uj_1til recently, I was
occupying the skull of a listless and
procrastinating first year body. But I
"" couldn't take it anymore so I slipped
out of his ear while he was sleeping
through Contracts (he didn't even
" notice I was gone). I now wish to
continue as a student here. I am a
potential great legal mind. Do you
~ think I can replace my original body
on the student roster?
Signed,
Slimey Grey

r

Dear Slime,

>·

I must admit that I was very surprised
-.. to hear from a brain, especially since
there are none at this law school. I
suggest that you not waste your time
t as a student but apply for the Dean's
~ position which will be available after
this year. You would make a great
~ administrator. Also, practice up on
your pipe-smoking.
Dear 3rd Year,

r

This may sound hard to believe, but
sometimes when I go to Evidence, I
wear a cowboy shirt and string tie
underneath my sweater. And you
know what? I can understand exactly
what Prof. Stevenson is talking about.
I swear, it's the truth. Do you think
'\ I'm losing control?
Signed,
A. Richard II
~

,
"'

Dear A.R.ll,
Anyone who can understand Evidence as taught by Dick Stevenson
bas definately gained and not lost.
Most people escape Evidence with a
"75" without understanding one
thing the man says. You should get a
flattop haircut for the final exam. You
might even set a new record for the
highest score. If anyone asks you why
you cut your hair, tell them that you're
joining a new punk rock group.

,..
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Dear 3rd Year,

:t

~
How was I to know that it was
,. unethical to place the client's funds in
my checking account? The Disciplinary Committee did not buy my
>~ justifications of utilitarianism and
\" personal autonomy. Did I miss something in law school?

...

Signed,
John Forabuck,
Squirelstomper, N.J.
Dear Johnny,

r-
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You must have confused Criminal
Law with your Professional Ethics
course. However, such a mix-up is
understandable since both courses are
essentially the same. The Disciplinary
Committee was probably upset
because you did not defend yourself.
The next time you have the greedy
urge, take your client out to dinner.
Then after he has five or six martinis,
present him with a contract granting
you access to his bank accounts to pay
for all legal expenses incurred by you
in his behalf. Assure him that you will
pursue his cause all the way to the
Supreme Court if necessary and that
the $5000 fee for filing the pleadings
is reasonable. Such ethical and sincere conduct in future cases will keep
you out of trouble.

by Deb Wildha~2

mentioned in connection with novelOne of the keys to success in law reading, one must only stifle a
school is to make productive use of tendency to talk aloud.
Dear Fan,
one's time. Unfortunately, certain
professors hamper students in their , 5. Pass petitions--A politically active
Well, it's about time someone took
quest for success by wasting the colleague suggested this. One subject
notice of my hard work and deterstudents' time in class. Only the very to avoid is the proposed execution of
mination in producing this column.
clever law student can see through the professor. Although students will
It's nice to know that you appreciate
this pedantic fancy footwork and make have no problem obtaining signimy efforts. Thanks, Mom.
effective use of his class time. Having tures, these petitioners would be in a
conducted a survey among the spot if the professor should intercept
cleverest law students that I know, I the proposal. Overthrow of a professor
would like to share my results with is not defendable on First AmendDear 3rd Year,
those unfortunate souls who still find ment grounds.
themselves fidgeting and fuming:
You law students are something else.
6. Play games--'' The Professor is
Every time I try to do my job ?f
1. Plan meals--Unless one is already playing games, why shouldn't
cleaning up the joint you clowns are m
suffering from anorexia nervosa, I?'' responds the typical lazy lawyerthe way. How am I supposed to
planning meals can provide a pleasant to-be. The problem is that the
vacuum underneath the library tables
diversion from an insipid, irrelevant professor is playing solitaire, and
when you people are always sitting at
lecture. Even if one is suffering from often without a full deck. Hangman,
them? I also don't like the nasty looks
anorexia, this time can be used to using the professor as·the prospective
I get when I empty the waste baskets.
inv.ent 1000 different recipes using victim, is a common favorite. Some
Why can't you bums stay home and
Ex-lax or emetics, so one can have his guilt-ridden students confine the
study?
cake and lo~e it, too.
subject matter to words relevant to the
class in which the game is being
Regretfully,
2. Read a novel--This evasion played.
Marge
requires some planning. One must rip
the contents out of his textbook and
7. Start a rumor--Tum to the person
Dear M·arge,
glue in the novel. Caveat: One must sitting next to you and casually
remember that ripping the contents mention that class is cancelled next
Keep in mind that this is a school of
out can reduce the resale value of the time. Even better, mention that class
law, not a school for cleaning ladies.
book considerably. Some people who is cancelled for the rest of the
Many of us pay (borrow) a great
buy used books actually expect to get semester.
amount of money for the privilege of
the pages along with the cover. Also, '
studying here. If you can't cope with
one must avoid reading an especially
8. Get up and walk out of class--This
the students here, why don't you get a
humorous or erotic novel in class, as is quite possibly the best way to make
job cleaning at the County Morgue?
professors react very negatively to productive use of one's time when· a
I'm sure the people there will be very
giggling and moaning in the midst of class is clearly neither edifying nor
cooperative and they won't even look
their lectures.
entertaining. Most pupils, including
at you.
myself, are not brave enough to do
3. Write letters--My parents never this. Placing one's hand over one's
Dear 3rd Year,
Why should I believe you? Maybe received a letter from me until my mouth and running from the room
second year of law school. When I accomplishes the same goal, without
your suggestions aren't worth the
paper they're printed on. What are encountered a certain instructor last antagonizing the teacher. Actually,
semester, they received four letters a one should not consider the feelings of
your qualifications for giving advice?
week. The letter writer is encouraged an individual who obviously does not
to look up and appear absorbed once extend the same courtesy, but when
Signed,
Skeptical in a while to avoid the professor that person holds the sanction of a
confiscating one's missives. Most grade over one's head, a little acting
bores know that pupils cannot never hurts.
Dear Skeptical,
possibly be taking a copious amount of
I have received many letters asking notes in their class.
These are just a few of the many
the same thing, so I will take this
possible activities that one may
4. Daydream--This is my favorite engage in to avoid the dreaded demon
opportunity to explain why I am an
authority on resolving law school pastime. Pick any scenario and allow boredom. If all else fails, one can
related problems. To begin with, I the mind to wander. Rather than the always sleep. Just be sure not to snore
scored a 400 on the LSAT. During my giggling and moaning _previously too loudly!
first year here, my roommate moved
out because he thought he was too A Rose By Any Other Name .....••
smart for me. Then my girlfriend left
me because she said I was too boring.
My further accomplishments incl..1de: by Myth Taken
Professor Cox: The Fox; Mr. Effusive
scoring below 70 on at least one exam
Generally, law students pride thema semester; not being on the law selves on being aware of what goes on
Professor Gromley: The Groms;
review; having Jack Hiller for Tax; around them. I was shocked and Grom-Man; Chuckie from Kentucky
standing in line at 6:30 a.m. to appalled a week or so ago when I
register for classes; having the ability referred to one of our beloved faculty
Professor Hiller: Congo Jack; Jungle
to Xerox other people's class notes; members by a nickname, and the Jack
being able to squeeze my car into group of law students that I was
parking spaces never before known to talking with reacted as if I had just Professor Meyer: Uncle Al, The
exist; etc., etc., etc. But my greatest delivered an original comedic line. It Kiddies' _Pal; Smilin' AI; Florida
qualification for writing this column is disturbed me to learn that a large
that I'm still here and that I can laugh segment of the law scheol population Professor Stevenson: Stevie Wonder;
at what has transpired in my previous was unaware that one may get a The Urban Renewal Cowboy; Buzz
two years. And if that's not good professor's attention by calling Buchanan (for those fans of the
enough for you, then stuff it.
him/her something other than the daytime drama, One Life To Live
stuffy, formalistic ''Professor.'' Below
is a list of the m0 .. ~ 11.v~ ...'u~c fa~u~~.Y
members and their even more
memorable nicknames:
Professor Goodwin: Bolshoi Bert;
Goody
Bertwin
Two experienced recently retired
Professor Bartelt: Louie of Torts;
legal typists will give you prompt
Louie the Tort; Louie, Louie
accurate service on your papers,
Dean Ehren: Who; Brows; The
reports, thesis or dissertations,
Invisible
Dean; Dean Arrogant
Professor Berner: Burn 'em up Bruce
regardless of size of paper or
Berner; Tum 'em Loose Bruce
number of pages.
Dean Farago: Junk Food Johnny;
Professor Bodensteiner: Ivan the Not- Dean Far-to-go
Phone 462-0139
So-Bad
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BARD Cops -Title; Kicks PK's A ... B-0
by Vic Fitz
The boys of fall have finally brought
a university football championship to .
the hallowed corridors of Wesemann
Hall. Laughing in the face of
tremendous adversity, the BARD
(Beyond a Reasonable Doubt) football
team marched through the intramural
playoffs unscored upon, and clinched
the university crown with a 6-0 rout of
the fraternity champion Pi Kappa
Alpha football team.
Despite outscoring their four play-off
opponents 91-0, the path to the
"Valpo Bowl" was not an easy one.
Near the end of the regular season,
the BARD team was hit with a series
of setbacks. First, Mike Schoenbohm,
captain and star wide receiver, was
declared ineligible in an administrative, adjudicative, policy-making
fiasco that would have made Bert
Goodwin squirm with delight. Next,
BARD's rambling, scrambling quarterback, Perry Theodoros, lost his
scramble and his ramble to a hamstring pull. The the BARD defense,
which had given up only three
touchdowns in its previous 17 games,
gave up four scores in a single
contest. Making matters even worse,
the law schoolers lost that game 28-7,
and finished the regular season on a
losing note. However, in their first
play-off game, BARD v. Dau War
Pigs, the law schoolers pro_ved th~y
were still on the track. With Chns

threats deep in their own territory.
Then, with 4:38 left, the offense made
its move.
Theodoros, back at quarterback,
connected with Mark Cladis on a
thirty-yarder to put BARD on the ~5
yard line. Two plays later, Steve Plai~
grabbed a quick six-yarde~ to make It
first and goal from the nme. On the
next PJ.ay, Theodoros lofted a pass to
Chris Potts as he streaked to the
corner of the end zone. With his back
to the line of scrimmage, Potts went
skyward to make a leaping catch.
Then with a defender on his back, he
came' down to put one foot in the end
zone and six points on the scoreboard.
It turned out to be all the points the
BARD team needed.
With a little help from the referees,
the Pikes managed to launch about 50
or 60 more scoring drives in the last 30
seconds (referees don't like law
students very well). But the BARD
''flex'' did the job again, intercepting
to end the game and start the
celebrations.
Special recognition should be given
to Mike Schoenbohm. who coached
the team to victory, and to the entire
BARD defense. The defense, along
with punter Al Pogel, carried the team
through the play-offs and into the
championship game . Its members
consisted of linemen Dave Juveland,
Jim Sarkisian and Tim Hinlicky,
linebackers Barry Rooth, Tow O'Brien
and Jim Hodson, and safeties D:.we
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AI "The Foot" Pagel shows off the form that helped place BARD into the champ1onsh1ps
against Pi Kappa Alpha.

National Sports:

Cube Lives;
Bears Dying;
Orientals Dead
by Ed Biondi

BARD, the law school's 1981 Intramural Football Champs, show off their first place trophy.

Potts temporarily taking over the
quarterback's helm, the BARD squad
roasted the Pigs 48-0.
The law school team faced the Sig
Eps in their second play-off contest,
and sent them "weeping" back to
Mound Street with a 24-0 loss.
In the semi-finals against Lambda
Chi, the BARD machine kept rolling
with a 13-0 victory. Dave Gander
sparked BARD on offense and
defense, wiping out an early Lambda
Chi drive with a diving interception in
the end zone and catching the game
winner on the last play of the first
half.
In the championship game BARD
faced the undefeated Pi Kappa Alpha
team. The Pike's major weapon was a
strong-armed thrower who probably
could step in and take over the VU
varsity QB position. But then, that
might not be much of an accomplishment . . . .
During the first play of the game, the
Pikes intercepted on the BARD 15. It
looked like it might be a long
afternoon for the law schoolers. But
BARD's "flex" defense took over
("We might bend, but we never
break!''). Four plays later, the ball
was still on the 15 yard line and the
BARD .offense was back on the field.
The law school defensive secondary
had knocked down four passes in the
end zone to stifle the Pike thr~at.
BARD, however, was unable to move
the ball during the rest of the first
half. The law school defense spent
most of the game on the field,
stopping several enemy scoring

Gander and Vic Fitz.
The offense also came through when
it counted, behind the blocking of
Dave Smelko, Jim Dennison, Steve
Krigbaum and Steve Plaia, the receiving of Mark Cladis, Chris Potts
and Dana .H.azzano, and. the passing of
Perry Theodoros.
After the game, the team had hoped
that club owner, Dean Ehren. would
make a rare locker room appearance
but were disappointed. Undaunted,
the players left for the team clubhouse
(Northside's) to continue their celebration. Unfortunately, the team
suffered more ''casualties'' there than
they did during the entire football
season.
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Perry Theodoros breaks through for a big gain.

This edition of national sports will
cover such popular sports as Chicago
Bears "football," backrubs, Halloween costume manufacturing, bull chip
throwing and various other events of
special importance.
The first item is dedicated to Christa
States who came to the SBA
Halloween party dressed as a Bears
football fan. I'm sure Christa believes
the Bears to be a professional football
team, but thank God not everyone
does. One man in particular, James
Tulley. decided to f1l(> :-l small claims
complaint in Winnebago County
Circuit Court, saying the Bears were
guilty of false advertising and
consurr1er fraud. The Chicago
Tribune reports that Mr. Tulley
drove to Chicago to see a pro football
game, but he instead saw the Bears.
He states what he saw was far from
professional and contrary to their
advertising as a pro football team. He
watched the Washington Redskins
rout the Bears 24-7 and decided he
wants his money back. He has filed
suit to recover the price of the tickets,
gas, tolls and his babysitting expenses. He even stated that he love8
the Bears, but ''we've been rebuilding for 4 7 years. '' I can agree
with the man, but I have to wonder. I
mean considering the Bears' performance in the past decade, wasn't
he under constructive, if not actual,
notice? As Prof. Myers would say,
"that's the rub."
Speaking of rubs, ever longed for a
backrub? So did Patrick Abretske of
Chesterton. Unfortunately all he got
was a sore neck and a lesson in active
listening skills. Seems Pat had
recently undergone back surgery and
wanted some physical therapy. He
went to the RAQUET ROOM and was
referred to ''Mary in the Nautilus
Room.'' He entered the room and
asked the lone woman present if she
was ''Mary,'' the woman responded
"yes" and he then asked her if she
would like to work on his back. He was
immediately punched in the neck by
the woman's husband who did not like
Pat's proposition. It turns out "Mary"
was out of the room at the time and
the woman misunderstood Pat to ask
if she was ''married.'' When he asked
for his backrub, the lady's husband
told Pat not to bother married women
and struck him. The matter was

cleared up by police who came to the
scene and Pat finally got his rub. I
hope he enjoyed it.
The next item of interest involves my
current top two candidates for this
year's "Fupp Duck" award. The first
is Robert Cecil Huntley, 52, from
Ontario who died on Halloween after
he slipped while staging a mock
hanging and actually hung himself. It
appears he had been performing the
stunt yearly to entertain trick-ortreaters and this year ''some body
upstairs'' decided to pull a trick of his
own.
The other candidate for this coveted
award is Ernest Pacek, 23, from Ohio
who accidentally impaled a knife into
his own chest while embedding it into
a board strapped to the front of his
vampire costume. Good ole Ernie got
a little overzealous with the hammer
and fatally stabbed himself.
Some people will do anything to
scare someone else at Halloween.
Continuing with "brilliant" people,
if you're messing around with the
Rubik's cube you might like to know
that some 15-year-old from the Bronx,
NYC solved the puzzle in 24 seconds
during a national competition. That
little feat netted him $500 and will
send him to the finals to be held in Los
Angeles this month. A spokesman for
the Ideal Toy Company says children
have an advantage with the Cube
because ''you need an uncluttered
mind and you need to be uninhibited." If that's true, I should be
able to become a world champion.
Unfortunately I hate the damn things
and would be better suited for the
newest pastime called the Rubik' s
Cube Smasher ($4). Inventor Roger
Hill of San Franscisco states there are
many ways to use it. "You can swat
the Cube, smash it, or club it. The
ultimate goal is to beat it into 43
quintillion pieces.'' Yeah! Ideal has
sold 10 million of the Cubes. No word
yet on how the Club Smasher is
fairing.
If you have trouble getting yourself
to bike your way to school, think of
Jim Hayes. Mr. Hayes, 29, had a
cardiac transplant in 1976 and was
due for his annual check-up on
October 26th. Jim refused to fly the
distance from Knoxville, Tennessee to
Stanford University Medical Center in

continued on page 5

